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I can't find a good reason
To stop this affection I have
This feeling is too complicated, 
I'm sorry, I can't explain it
I believe the meaning of this love
Is that miracles have a few possibilities of happening
Maybe the pure and gentle wind will blow in good news
Everything requires fresh expreience, and contains
risks
Please tell me how to make it to the end
Nobody unserstands, unlike me and the stranger I'm in
love with
I think I will begin to miss you
Though I just saw you a moment ago
I suspect that this unusual meeting is only a practical
joke
I think I will slowly continue to like you
Because I have the courage to love
I've sunk myself into the practical joke you've played
The practical joke you've played
I can't find a good reason
To stop this affection I have
This feeling is too complicated, 
I'm sorry, I can't explain it
I believe the meaning if this love
Is that miracles have a few possibilities of happening
Maybe the pure and gentle wind will blow in good news
I've dicovered that your secret weapon are your
dazzling eyes
Please let me continue to look at them
Nobody understands, unlike me and the stranger I'm in
love with
I think I will begin to miss you
Though I just saw you a moment ago
I suspect that this unusual meeting is only a practical
joke
I think I will slowly continue to like you
Because I have the courage to love
I've sunk myself into the practical joke you've played
The practical joke you've played
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